2017-2019 Custom Phoenix Campers Built for Your Adventurous Needs

With over 30 years of experience in building campers, we have found our own niche in the industry. We design all campers custom from the ground up to fit each customer's vehicle the way they would like from the inside out, within structural limitations. We begin each custom camper build from one of our base models.
What Sets Us Apart:
Is not just our custom sizing and floor plans.
It’s so much more!
Starting with our NO WOOD STRUCTURE!

After the design and floor plan have been decided on and the build begins, each camper build starts with an aluminum frame. Each frame is double welded at each contention joint and then we add a gusset welded in at each structural corner. We place R5 Dow extruded Polystyrene in for insulation allowing for 4 season camping along with the multilayer insulated liner with double foil single bubble insulation.

The exterior walls are a high gloss exterior fiberglass panel with a fiber back.

The lower portion of the slide in camper is constructed with aluminum framing and insulation, as in the walls and roof and an exterior diamond plated skin.

The roof is constructed with the same framing and insulation techniques as the body. The top of the roof is a one piece aluminum skin.

The roof is lifted with an electric roof lifting system made up of actuators, which run off the included camper battery system.

The front of the top portion of the camper is a custom molded fiberglass aerodynamic cab over exclusive to Phoenix campers.

The interior coverings, (ceiling, walls and flooring) are placed over the Azdel, which is covering the frame and insulation.

The camper is attached to the truck with exclusive positive catch ratchet straps and 12,000 lb capacity D rings.
An Empty page for your notes:

(there is more info below on page 4)
Standard Phoenix Features Included In Each Camper

The Phoenix Custom Campers include these listed standard features:

To begin with your camper will come with Reico Titan four corner mechanical jacks, a drill attachment for easy loading and unloading.

The camper will have both a front opening window and a side louvering window which double as an escape window.

Your camper door with have a window and screen door included.

LED ceiling lights, Reversible 3 speed Fantastic Fan/vent, and Electric roof lift, all of which will run off of your included on board camper battery system which will be hooked up to charge via your truck's 7

A dinette, which can make into a second bed with your choice of fabric from over 100 fabrics to chose from.

http://www.barnfabriccenter.com/index/category/Up holstery/

A queen size bed with a 5” mattress which consists of 4” foam and 1’ of gel memory foam with its own mattress cover ready for your own sheets and coverings.

Under bed storage with gas strut lift assist.

Privacy curtains with insulated black out material added to your choice of drapery fabric. Ample open area across from the dinette for additional options and / or storage. Installation on to your truck with use of our exclusive ratchet strap tie down or bolt down system for flatbeds and chassis mounts.

Base Models with Standard Features Starting at

$20,995 Slide in, $27,595 Flat bed and $32,595 Chassis Mount (Hard Side add $2,000)
High Quality Craftsmanship

Here at Phoenix we use the industry leading techniques and materials in crafting the cabinetry, countertops and all other requested options.

Our hard wood plywood cabinets are cut using a CNC machine. This allows for the inset doors and drawers while keeping the flow of the wood grain across the whole face of the cabinet. If drawers are wanted, soft closing drawer slides are installed.

Our countertops and tables are built from solid surface material by Hanex or Staron. There are many color choices for you to choose from.

http://hanwhasurfaces.com/site/hanexcollection

http://www.staron.com/staron/eng/contents/colorwall/list.do

Interior Nevamar laminated walls. We adhere the Nevamar to Azdel that is adhered to the aluminum frame and Dow hard foam board insulation.

This allows for a very sturdy, and cleanable surface.

We also offer laminate covered cabinetry and countertops upon request.
CUSTOM Interior Choices

Possible Options for All Campers
(If something you want isn’t listed, just ask!)

Fresh water system—$599 (choice of fresh tank size/city hook up)
LP system with 20lb tank – $325
External shower – $105
Internal shower and Cassette toilet with privacy room – $2395
Cassette toilet only with privacy room – $1495
Internal shower only with privacy room – $900
30 amp Converter and 110 v electrical system via shore power-$295
100 watt Solar battery charging system – $895, $800 each add. 100 watts
1000 watt pure sine inverter – $675
2000 watt pure sine inverter – $895
Vented storage compartment for portable Generator – $675
Cabinetry—price varies depending on size/material choice/Basic $1395
Solid surface countertops – Price varies/ choice /Basic $1095
Sink stove combo glass cover – $695(LP and fresh H2O system needed)
Individual sink and stove with glass covers $475 each.
Hot water Heater – $895 (LP System will be needed)
20,000 BTU forced air furnace – $795 (LP system will be needed)
10,000 BTU LP heater – $695 (LP system will be needed)
2.3 cu ft 2-way fridge/freezer – $1045
2.8 cu ft 2-way fridge/freezer – $1249
3.8 cu ft 2 way fridge/freezer – $1445
Air conditioner 5000 BTU wall mounted – $599
8’ crank out awning (other sizes available) – $949
Rear Awning – $695
Rigid LED flood lights – $395
Extra Fantastic Vent Fan -$295
Custom paint – $2295
TV/DVD/Cable hook ups-$1299
Stereo system AM/FM/CD/USB 2 speakers $495
Folding wall steps – $195
Ladder to roof – $175
Aluminum scissor steps – $395
Aluminum Roof Rack – $325
Yakima/Thule roof “track” only – $340
Side storage on front to back sleeping - $895
WHAT MAKES A PHOENIX POP-UP CAMPER

"Fantastc Vent" power roof vent
One piece seamless domed roof
Extra headliner insulation layer keeps Phoenix more cozy and quiet

- 4 big widows in pop up liner including big ones front and back
- Push button automatic power roof lift - can lift with some racks and gear (optional) on top
- Triple layer built in reflective insulated pop up liner
- Molded fiberglass aerodynamic cab-over
- Laminated "Azdel" backed fiberglass sheet siding
- All aluminum double welded and gussetted cage frame structure through entire body
- HD in bed ratchet strap tie downs with 12,000 lb D-rings
- HD camper jack brackets, and removable 4 corner camper loading jacks

Approximate weight - mid size standard equipment Phoenix 725 lbs
Unit pictured may show customer requested options/accessories
Let Us Build Your Perfect Ending to Your Perfect Day

Phoenix Pop Up Campers/Coyote RV INC

6035 E 76th AVE Unit F
Commerce City, CO 80022

303-286-3921

web site: Phoenixpopup.com   Email: Cari@phoenixpopup.com